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AI3S'l'HACT 

This paper associates the occurrence of exchange rate crlS1S and 
capital flight with the possibility of default on public debt, resulting 
from fiscal \'Teaknesses and rigidities. The basic triggering mechanism 
is similar to the one explored in the Sl)eculati ve sttacks literature. 
However, the fiscal underpinnings are more clearly specified here, as 
the model is built around the budget restriction of the public secto~, 
rather than the monetary balance of the Central Bank. By doing so, 
insolvency and default risk appear as the basic underlying variables 

. behind exchange rate cri sis. Since solvency requirements apply to 
all government debt, the model can explain I'Thy the existence of domestic 
interest bearing assets, even IIhen perfectly indexed, is not sufficient 
to eliminate the possibility of a crisis. By treating foreign and 
domestic debt in a symmetric way , it generates endogenous ceilings to 
the amount of public debt ,ihich' can be acquired by domestic or foreign 
creditors, instead of relying on exogenously determined level of foreign 
reserves~ as in the usual speculative attacks literature. An explan
ation is thus' found to justify the simultaneous occurrence of foreign 
lending an capital" flight, as recently observed in several Latin American 
Countries. Finally, the addition of price rigidity assumption provides 
a natural ,my to explain the large jumps in real exchange rates "lhieh 
are often the product .of balance of payments crisis. The recent ex
perience of Mexico is taken as a particularly fitting illustration for 
this set of issues. 

RESUMEN 

Este trabajo .relaciona las fugas de capital y las crisis cambiarias 
con la posibilidad de un repudio sobre la deuda publica inducido por 
politicas fiscales rigidas 0 debiles. El mecanismo subyacente es 
similar al de la literatura sobre ataques especulativos. Sin embargo ~ 
este ensayo enfatiza las raices fiscales del problema, ya que el modelo 
utilizado parte de la restriccion presupuestal del sector publico en 
vez del balance monetario del Banco Central. De est8. forma, riesgos 
de insolvenciay repudio emergen como variables claves para explicar 
crlsls'carnblarias. Dado que el mismo requerimiento de solvencia se 
aplica a toda la deuda pUblica, este modelo permite explicar porque 
crisis cambiarias pueden ocurrir aun cuando existen instrumentos 
financieros perfectarnente indizados. Al tnttar la deuda publica interna 
y externa en forma simetrica, se generan Ilmites endogenos 8.1 monto de 
deuda que puede sel' colocada interna 0 externamente, en vez de introducir 
exogenamente un manto fijo de reservas intel'nacionales, como 10 hace la 
litel'atura sobre ataques especulativos. Es posible de esta forma 
explicar la simultaneidad del endeudamiento publico externo y de la 
fuga de capitales pl'ivados que se han observado en afios recientes en 
varios palses de America Latina. Finalmente, el anadir hipotesis de 
rigideces de precios permite explicar los fuertes saltos en el tipo de 
cambio real que ocurren frecuentemente junto con las crisis cambiarias. 
El caso reciente de Mexico ~irve para ilustrar este conjunto de hipote
sis. 
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~_~ru, e~onJDlst3 nave ~eucrally focused 

\~jt dev~loping countries' public 

secturs th~l a~~~mulate~ ~drge eXLerGcl debts have also incurred sizable 

Y'2t, .ld w\J:,;l cas~s. ·:=:eot st'rvicing difficulties have 

bt':en orie;in-':ltec and C);::;p~,unjed tly Hedl< fiscal performance.:; and a limited 

ab.i..l1.lY to adju~t tJX",'> '~:-ld expend.itures lrl the face of external shocks • 

. ~~~illstances. ~Juntries have become quite vulnerable to 

cd?ital flight and exchaG~~ [dte adjustment.:;, in the event of an emerging 

fi~an~ial ~ap, ~s tne per~~0L~un vi furthL0~ing debt servi~e problems 

m~r~ prone to ca?l:~l tl1 6 Gt, dS dOGE~tic ~[2ditors corne to recognize 

C;d.:': the guvcrurnent .;;'2)" ~e 'iJle to IDdintaili external debt service only 

dt ~he ~xpens~ of taxing do~estic assets. Tnis may explain the coexist-

f.2.'.,>~ of the inverse capi td.l fL:j\'iS observed. if'.. Latin Amer iean countries 

during the recent crisis: public e~~~'nal horrowing flowing in) private 

capital flowing out. 1/ 

The n0tion tha t inv.~::- t~Ir.5 sh.i.i t: o,;t 'it .jumes tic assets to avoid 

i::i~~~ion tax~s br~u~ht ahout by fiscal disequilibrium underlies the 

L;,.,;jlc:a:i..1DS of tr.c weak ti~cCll stance Cif telt:; governmE:.nt ha.vt::: not been 

e~~ll)red. since the analysis has been liiliited to the consideration of 

an "excessiv~" rate of credit creation and noney is the only asset 
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'x ' i'" ",., .. ,..;, , .. J -::~ 0.)0- r:- i o'.:la"~'. it l·'" not e"sy to unCl·erstand "lhy ~ p~ _L __ ; ~w~~~u~.cu. __ < ____ _ ~ u • 

the go~~rncdut does ~~[ i~?le~e~l ti~~~j corrective measures to prevent 

\~r i] it clear why the publIc does not 

acquire domestic bonds whic~ may C0nstitute as adequate an inflation 

hedge a~ foreign bunds, and may be closer s\jDstitutes to domestic money. 

Ex-ante) exchang~ risk 1S not a satisfactJry explanation since the 

interest prenium Ja da~estic bands could fully adjust to discount 

t:!xpec.ted. ;,u,)vements iG the exct'lange r d ti:.. ~o reover, in ~any countries 

dumestic banks hav~ b~~n Jife[i~g doildr-~eDJminated deposits. To 

j~stiiy cdpital I11~tL a~~ the ~rete[enci:. t~r foreign over domestic 

instrument~ It Se~~S ~Jre appropridte, then, to extend dnd generalize 

tJ ~ll dum~~tic puhll( d~~I. nn~ only [G monejs the risk factor associated 

~~ln th~ 0vetall fl~an=~al solvency 0t the punlic sector. The wea~ 

fl~~al slance which may for~e the imposition of an inflaLion tax, may 

a160 induce ~ov~rnmenls [0 redu~e domestic debt servicing on bonds • 

If prices dIe not ?ErfecLi) flexible, an explanati0D can also be 

f~und for the ~xchang~ rat~ 0J2rshuoLiag which is often the product of 

baiance of ;::ayment crises, suc~ as that: expe.rienced by Mexico in 1982. 

With price, iuer-u.s. ~'J:ne",t:i..c. debt s2:rvi:::.lng cannot be instantaneously 

,rectlced tllHH.lgh <1 d,·V6LBL,ion-induced. jump i:-: the price level.· It can, 

h~,wt:\Ter. :-.e redu:':t:d t~lrV<J6h 'l. fa.il in the domestic real interest cate, 

.... td ,-h is l"J<,sibl;::. '::;V",-;:l ... nt: .. i.i~Ler€:5t [a,te }Jarl ty, if j following an 

inLtlal d~~r~~idtion, t~e real exchang~ tHte gradually appreciates over 

t..'£llTT'RO. DE DOCUMENTACION 

Ctf\J~;,), DE ESlUOIOS £COHOMICOS 
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An expectational equilibrium is thus generated as the fear of lower 

returns on domestic assets induces a shift into foreign instruments, 

provoking an oversho0tinl that enaGi~s the payment of lower domestic 

interest rates without violating interest rate parity. 

In this paper \Ie develop simple models to clarify these ~ssues. 

utilizing the recent experience of Mexico as a particularly illustrative 

example. Section II relates the occurrence of speculative attacks to 

the solvency of the public sector in an economy with interest-bearing 

debt, perfect price flexibility but imperfect asset substitution. 

Unlike the usual speculative attacks literature, endogenous lending 

ceilings are derived, which are fully consistent with the behavior of 

both domestic and foreien ~reditors. Section III explore~ exchange 

rate dynamics and overshooting phenomena in the opposite case of price 

inertia and perfect asset substitution. The following section illus-

trates the results of the analysis with Mexico's recent experience, 
, 

while the final section offers concluding comments. 

II. Public Indebtedness and Capital Flight 

Consider an economy in which prices are flexible and PPP holds 

continuously, so that the real exchange rate equals one. The government 

finances its deficit through domestic and foreign indebtedness. For 

greater simplicity, domestic debt is taken as a single aggregate with 

an average real interest cost rho 3/ Utilizing the domestic price 

index as a deflator, except for the real foreign debt and interest rate, 
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r' I pric..t.s. the real budget 

. 
g + r~bh T rfbw ~ , + bh + bW (1) 

. rtt::.ect~ng tisc'iJ. W;::::lk.tk·,;,;ss;::;h is rt2al domestic debt. Residents hold 

~o(.;h domestic and f:;rei;!; <,,,,sets, but foreigners do not 1-wld domestic 

;;t->;;€ts. Consider the ?'jrt.t01io equill briu8 condition: 

.. ~t ,,;oxp (2) 

~lA$ticity ot Substltu~~J~)etween ho~e and foreign dssets. Define: 

(3) 

a~ private finaDclal ~e~lt\. Using (2) and (3), the total interest 

bill on public sector debt, £0r a given level of private wealth may be 

expressed as; 

R ___ b_
h -b~h-] ] b

i1 

It [H -

(4 ) 

Define 4(bh ,1) 8.8 the net dsset tax revenue which can be obtained 

by Lh.~ government, df [tT paying the: world interest rate on l.ts debt: 

(5) 
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The ~ contours have al: usu&l ~~fldtion tax shape, as shown in Figure 1. 

¢(:;,o) = o,t then cislo" witl: bh , reaches a maximum for bh == bh, 

dnd then falls gradudlly CH.rd rd -co as bh * W. As 0 rises, the 

maximum obtalcable tax r~venue falls, and ~ becomes null when J ~ + co , 

Lhe perfect asset subst1tution case. 

The shape of the iS0-lnterest contours, R(a), is then easy to 

viau~lize in Figure 2. For bh = 0, all contours corresponding to the 

sa~e R interse~t the v~rtical axis at the same point, independently of 

~. Por a 6iven el, tile}, risE I as b h becOlucs positive) reach a maximum 

t;h. a poiet. elt w\1L.:h rhbh is minimized, 1+/ then start falling, 

hav~ a slope of minus ou~ and go toward _00 as bh reaches W. 

As Grises. their curvature decreases; when 0 + + "". they become 

strdight lines of slope minus one. 

The government can int.ervene by borrowing abroad and using the 

prnceeds to reduce domestic debt. In Figure 2, this operation moves 

the economy leftl:Jards on a line of slope equal to minus one. For 

a ~ + 00 , the total interest bill remains invariant and the ec~nomy 

moVe.s on the same R( x) conLlUt'. When 0 ts finite. a marginal inter-

vention leaves the interest bill unchanged when bh 1)h since the slope 

to the R contour at that POiOL ~quals minus one. Elsewhere, a change 

in debt comp0siti0n allers R. 

CEl'<TTRO DE DOCUMENTACIOn 
i';:;,i'"IRI"l. "E EBTOOiOS ECONOMICO~ "'" •• , ,.... I.i 
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" '.' "llUll:;"'~"" -, "1't bh 
.&.~ .;.1 • . L';"i .... : .l...i ... ,. . .L\..I.-;_-..A.~~) ,::,1.; l...iO bW : O. If ~ssetti are 

,' . .:rfp,.:t substltutes, in t:;)Gedi;jt.;' default Lj una\T,)idable, since the 

t·)tcd intt..'rebt' b.Lll ":'d~,l!h)t be altered by iatervention. 1,Jith perfect 

?ric~ flt>xi.bil.ity, d,-·fduitl~':.;;)lO dvmestic debt is simple to achieve. 

All it takes ls a Jis~r~te d~vdluation. ~hich by instantaneously 

rajiing the price L~vel. r~cu":'eS b h and moves the economy horizontally 

t~ the left in Fi~ure 2, until an R ~ontuur is reached that is low 

However, if assets ar~ imperfect sUDstitutes, default can be avoided 

it a change in debt composition Cdn by 1tself reduce R sufficiently. 

Suppose that the econumy is initially on the Rl(o) contour at a 

p,:,int such as H in Figure 2, where bh = b~ > bh • Let R3(o) be the 

mini~um iso-interest contour that can be reached by intervention from H. 

Then if 6 (g-t) < Rl - R3, the government remains solvent and rational 

creditors, domestic or external, should be willing to finance the 

emerging fiscal gap through the acquisition of new debt. Assume that 

the governm~nt is committed to an exchange rate rule (such as a crawling 

peg) that remains credible as long as the authorities are able to 

intervene in the foreign exchange market. _ The authorities could then, 

f~r example, increase fore1gn borrowing 310ng d vertical trajectory, 

from H up to Q, point frum which the minimum iso-interest cuntour that can 
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cr~jitors should at thJt ~uiDt shift away fr0~ domestic into foreign 

~6~~L$. forcing the gov~rnme~t tu intervene. Capital flight, financed 

'~)y a l.:irge burst of forei.gn borro\-ling ~lOuld t)ccur as a result; moving 

the economy fro~ Q toN. 51 

S is the new steady stale equilibrium, and the fixed exchange rate 

rul~ should be abandoned at thdt point. To see this, let R4(J) be 

the Lso-interest contour \Jhose tangent to the point of maximum domestic 

as;.:;et t.axation f V in Figure 2, boes through N. Since R2 - RL} > 0, . 

th~re atil1 exists a margin aVdilable to service additional borrowing 

a.nd tJreign lending could in principle continue. If the government is 

com.luitted to honor its foreign obligations t any further external borrovling 

·:.10111.:1 hO\<lever require d detaul t on domestic obligations, since the· 

total interest bill can n0 longer be reduced through the reshuffling of

debt '.:reated by intervention. That can be seen in Figure 2: even \-1ith 

~ vne-ta-one conversion ut nev foreign borrowing into capital flight, 

the total interest bill rises dnd a jump devaluation remains unavoidable. 

Thus, any additional external b0rrowing should give rise to an increase 

of larger magnitude in the private demand for foreign assets, as domestic 

creditors try to protect themyelves from a certain capital los~. Since 

no net additional financing C<1fl therefore be obtained, !!..! a rational 

guvernment should, at that point, ab~ndon the fixed exchange r~te rule 

and iet the deficit be financed ~y a higher tax on domestic assets, 

mdoe plIssible. by a sudden lt1cce.-iSt-? tn the tatc of depreciation, as in 
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the I:sl1al .3pe(.ul'itlV t:' att.·:.-..K.::> ':"J.cer,3ture.!..i Here, however, the timing 

of the attack is det€rmi~ed wlt~in the model, instead of being set by 

an ex~genous stock of for2ign r~serves. 

Point N will only b~ reached by a government that is willing to 

defend a pre-announced exchange rate, and to keep servicing its 

foreign debt) whatever the cost of taxing its domestic obligations. 

The associated level of inflation or of financial repression may be, 

however, so high that it may induce the government to abandon its 

exchange· rate policy earlier, or else to envisage a partial default on 

its f0reign obligatiuns as a less costly way to close its financing 

gap. If this is anticipated by investors, capital flight will occur 

earlier on the HQ segment, say at Q', such that all the desired portfolio 

substitution from domestic into foreign assets can be carried out before 

intervention ceases or foreign lending is cut off. The new ending point 

on the R2 contour, M, is associated with a 1m'ler level of asset taxation. 

Depending, therefore, upon the perceived comparative willingness of the 

government to accept earlier exchange rate adjustments or higher eventual 

asset taxes, the economy may end up at any point of the KN segment: If 

the government I s intentions are not in fact knO\,m "lith certainty, it is 

intuitive that capital flight should.gradually accelerate as f?reign 

borrowing increases, since the rising level of asset taxation which 

will eventually be needed makes a collapse of a pegged exchange rate 

more and more lik~ly over lime, either because the government may stop 

lntervening or because iorei&11 creditors may decide on their o\m to stop 
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lapsing o[ the eKchdng~ ~jt~ ~egiroe cann0t be ~~(fectly anticipated, a 

jump devaluali~G will n~~~~~dr~~y 0ccur ~t the time of the collapse, as 

documented ir:. the speculdtiV'€. dttdcks literdture. 9/ 

Ill. Price Inertia and Overshooting 

Tn the pre vi.)lls :nodel, an immediate adjustment in the debt 

servicing burden folluwing d devaluation could be obtained as a result 

of an instantaneous adjustment of the prl~e level which reduced the 

redl value of domesti..: debc HOvlever, if prices are not perfectly' 

flexible, adjusllilent -: .... n "'11y be achieved through a reduction of the 

r~~l interest rate. til thlb section, it ~lil.l be shown thell real 

i~t~rest rates ~aD stlll he qUhRlantially reduced even when a large 

qhare 0f dom~st1~ debt is composed of int~rest-beariug instrument& 

which are close substitul~b L0 foreign bonds, so that interest rate 

parity holds. In that situatiou, real interest rates can fall if a 

large nvershooting of the real exchange rate can be engineered at the 

tIme of the collapse of the numinal exchange rate. 

Let ph* be the equilibrium domestic price level obtained when PPP 

hold.", Setting the foreign price equal to one, ph* = E, uhere E is the 

nomi~:jl. exc.h;;mge rate.. SuP?use that ph adjusts with some inertia 

tot.1ards its PPP equilibour.l l~ve1.: 10/ 

(7 ) 
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Using ph as a deflator, (7) may be expressed in real terms: 

e = v (I-e) 
e 

Where e is the real exchange rate. Since e can differ from one, the 

budget restriction needs to be rewritten: 

(8) 

(9) 

Suppose, finally, that the interest rate parity is verified, so that: 

(10) 

then, replacing rh from'(lO) and e/e from (8), (9) becomes: 

. . 
bh = [rf + V (1 - e)]bh + (rfbW - bW)e + g - t (11) 

(8) and (11) form. a diffet"cnc.:ial system in e arId iJ. 

We will assume that price adjustment is fast enough to allow us to, 

neglect the impact of additional external borrowing on the stock of 

foreign debt. In the phase diagram of Figure 3, equation (8) is 

simply an inertial adjustment loJhich gives rise to a horizontal equili-

brium schedule, ee. On the other hand, the bond equilibrium schedule 

corresponding to equation (11), bb, is positively sloped around the 

equilibrium exchange rate if the following condition is satisfied: 

(12) 

In this case, a higher bh requires a compensating increase in e so as 

to maintain the budget in equilibrium. This is because a higher bh 

implies a higher domestic debt servlcing which can be neutralized in 

eit~r one of two ways: by the increase in the value of net public 

capital inflows which is caused by a devaluation when bW - rfbw is 
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positive; or else, by a reduction in rh which is only possible, with 

interest rate parity, if the exchange rate gradually appreciates after 

an initial devaluation. The latter effect is validated through price 

adjustment and applies to the value of domestic debt, hence the first 

term in (12). Suppose then that (12) is verified, in particular because 

price inertia 1s not too strong, so that the first term in (12) outweighs 

the second in the case in which there are net public capital outflows. 

Then it is easy to check (see Figure 3) that the dynamics of adjustment 

have the saddle-path property. 

Suppose now that.an unanticipated negative public finance shock, 

for example a reduction in the flow of external lending, hits the 

budget. The bb schedule shifts leftward (see Figure 4) and the rea.l 

exchange rate overshoots before converging slowly back to equili~rium. 

The interpretation is straightforward. The shock reduces the ability' 

of the government to servlce its domestic debt. The public then shifts 

toward foreign bonds and the nominal exchange rate depreciates, inducing 

also a depreciation of the real exchange rate, since the price level 

does not jump due to inertia. The ensuing gradual appreciation of the 

exchange rate toward equilibrium reduces the return of foreign bonds in 

domestic currency and, - through interest rate parity - the interest 

rate on home bonds, allowing thus for the collection of an interest tax 

and the adjustment of public finances. As the price level starts 

rising, real home bond balances fall and the domestic interest rate 

recovers gradually, until a new steady state is reached such that bond 

CEUTRO DE DOCm~ENTAC:T.ON 

camw IJE £STUDIOS EGONOIVIICOS 
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balances have been reduced to a level which can be serviced at the 

world interest rate. 

Several remarks can be made. First, the overshooting mechanism 

depicted above is the same as the one in Dornbusch's well-known 1976 

paper. Hovlever, while in Dornbusch I s model interest rate movements are 

caused by changes in monetary policy, in our model they respond to pure 

fiscal shocks. Second, it is interesting to note that there exists 

here a direct relation between the magnitude of the overshooting and 

the amount of foreign public debt. As the real exchange jumps, fol,.. 

lowing a fiscal shock, the burden of servicing foreign obligations 

rises. A larger foreign debt requires a larger interest tax on domestic 

bonds, which in turn requires a stronger exchange rate adjustment. 

Third, the adjustment of domestic bond balances to the level that ~an 

be servi.ced by the state at the world interest rate, provides a simple 

theory of private bond portfolio composition, if extended to a longer

term horizon that includes current account adjustments. In particular, 

if a certain level of real financial wealth is desired, the public will 

have to acquire abroad those bonds that cannot be serviced internally. 

Fiscally·-weaker countries can thus be expected to have higher shares 

of foreign bonds in private portfolios. Finally, given that short-term 

fiscal adjustment requires real exchange rate overshooting if prices 

are not fully flexible, and given that the more dollarized an economy 

the smaller its taxable base, it is clear that the existence of 

dollar-denominated domestic bonds tends to be destabilizing as lt 
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raises the size of the overshooting. Since the government may elect to 

default on its domestic dollar debt in order to avoid an excessive jump 

in the real exchange rate, investors may eventually lose confidence in 

this type of bonds if their share in total domestic debt becomes sub

stantial. This can explain why foreign dollar bonds may be preferred 

to their domestic counterparts. 

IV. The Mexican Experience 

Let us now turn to the recent Hexican experience and see to ",hat 

extent it fits the story depicted in the models above. Table 1 displays 

the budget restriction of the public sector for the years 1978-84, 

expressed in real terms (billions of 1978 pesos). 11/ The top part of 

the table shows the public deficit before oil income and interest 

payments on dollar-denominated debts, both domestic and foreign." The 

middle section gives income sources, oil tax income, the inflation tax 

on money balances, the interest tax on peso bond balances, net proceeds 

from increases in real money balances, real peso and dollar domestic 

bonds 12/ and, finally, proceeds from foreign debt. TIle bottom part 

includes a statistical discrepancy term (~) and, as memo items, 

capital flight and the real (yearly average) free exchange rate. 

The first obvious observation is that public deficits &rew steadily 

from 1978 to 1981, as the combined result of runaway public spending 

and lagging non-oil revenues, the latter mostly stemming from falling 

real prices of goods and services produced by state enterprises. Up to 

1981, the deficit was financed by rapidly growing oil revenues derived 
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from expanding exports and favorable world prices; by a steady increase 

in domestic credit, made possible by rapid economic growth; and by a 

significant tax on both money and bond balances t the latter facilitated 

by the continuous real appreciation of the peso. Foreign lending to 

the public sector from 1978 to 1980 was largely utilized to cover 

interest payments, and did not therefore constitute a significant 

financing source over that period. 

Starting in 1980, signs of lack of confidence in the path followed 

by the"government began to appear. Devaluation expectations, induced 

by a rapidly appreciating exchange rate, led to a growing dollarization 

of the economy, as reflected by the expansion of dollar-denominated 

dc~estic rl~bt, which became the main source of domestic finance in 

1981. Together with a process of increasing dollarization, capital 

flight accelerated sharply from 1980 on, reflecting growing doubts 

about the public sector ability to honor its domestic debt commitments, 

both in pesos and in dollars. 

The turning point on the path leading to the crisis was 1981. 

The budget deficit c.ontinued on its exploding path while oil revenues 

reached a plateau, mainly because of falling oil prices and the continued 

appreciation of the peso. Despit~ the fact that domestic credit still 

grew substantially in real terms, owing to the Mexdollar system, a huge 

financing gap had to be covered by foreign borrov1ing which, in that 

single year, rose in dollar terms by as much as it had grown in the 

previous 5 years. Simultaneously, capital outflows may have reached 
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about 8 billion dollars, most of it in the second half of 1981~ when 

the lack'of fiscal adjustment, 'in the face of adverse external shocks, 

became quite evident. 13/ 

In 1982, the peak of the crisis, the budget deficit grew even 

larger t a clear' indication again of fiscal rigidities. 14/ The. other 

dominant events were of course the interruption of foreign borrowing, 

following a last burst of intense borrowing to sustain the peso in the 

face of the large capital outflow observed from }larch to August; and 

the final collapse of the Mexdo11ar system in August, after investors 

massively lost confidence in that instrument. Mexdo1lars were converted 

into pesos at 70 pesos per dollar, while the free exchange rate shot up 

to 130, days after. This clearly amounted to a partial default by the 

state on its domestic dollar creditors. 

The ongoing fiscal deficit and the foreign debt crisis created 

an enormous financial gap which could not be financed by an increase in 

real domestic credit, given the exhaustion of the Mexdollar system and 

the massive capital outflows. ];5/ A portion of the deficit was financed 

by higher oil revenues associated with the depreciation of the peso. 

But even after accounting for oil income, there was still a shortfall 

of 295 billion pesos which had to co~et in effect, from taxes on domestic 

assets. As seen in Table 1, 32% corresponded to an inflation tax, the 

rest was a huge interest tax. 

The years 1983 and 1984 marked the aftermath of the crisis. The 

.pre-oil deficit finally fell from its 430 billion peak in 1982 to 
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Table 1 

The Budget Restriction of the Mexican Public Sector 

(Billions of 1978 pesos) 

78 79 80 81 82 
= 

Pre-oil 

deficit 109 142 236 416 429 

Foreign debt 

interest 46 56 61 70 158 

Dollar bonds 

interest 1 1 3 10 15 

Oil 

income 27 38 110 122 '--150 

Inflation 

tax 17 24 36 36 95 
------.---~ ~-

Interest 

tax 12 13 36 3 200 

Changes in real 
money balances 8 18 1 2 -15 

Changes in real 

Eeso bond balances 18 36 38 51 105 

Changes in real do-

llar bond balances 8 20 73 -45 

External 

~ro;::itlg '58 65 64 229 132 
~ =~=czz-r==-. ._-

L 
16 -3 -5 -20 -20 

Capital 

flight 14 21 68 160 179 

Real Exchange 

Rate 22.8 19.3 15.4 12.8 .24.0 

83 84 

83 78 

143 141 

8 3 

190 171 

64 42 

43 33 

--33 -5 

-60 -30 

-31 ..:62 

83 :44 

-22 29 

105· 48 

24.4 .18.5 
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around 80 billion, a quite impressive achievement. But despite higher 

oil revenues associated with the devaluation, this reduction fell short 

of the one required to absorb both, the continued deterioration of net 

foreign capital inflows, -60 billion in 1983 and -97 in 1984 (down 

from -26 in 1981 and 159 in 1981), and the fall in real domestic credit 

associated "ith higher inflation, negative or low growth, and the 

portfolio reallocation resulting from the public's preference for 

foreign bonds. Thus high inflation and interest taxes were still 

needed; 106 billion were obtained from money and 76 from bonds. 16/. 

To better appreciate how these tax revenues were collected, it is 

useful to examine the dynamics of the free exchange rate which appears 

in Figure 5, using the monthly closing date of the peso spot price at 

the New York Stock Exchange. The figure shows that overshooting re9.ched 

its peak in August of 1982. The free exchange rate then appreciated 

fairly smoothly until the end of 1984. 17/ This gradual appreciation 

allowed domestic real interest rates to fall below the world rate, at 

very negative levels in many periods, as shown in Figure 6, which 

compares domestic and foreign bond rates over that period, in domestic 

currency termso 18/ 

IV. Conclusions 

This paper analyzed the linkages between fiscal rigidites, public 

debt and exchange market adjustments. The basic idea is that asset 

demand shifts between domestic and foreign bonds respond to the per-

ceived ability of the state to service its domestic debt. In this 
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context, internal or external shocks with an adverse public finance 

impact create fiscal gaps which have to be filled, in the absence of 

fiscal adjustment, by taxing domestic holders of public debt. Asset 

substitution is then likely to give rise to capital flight or to sharp 

exchange rate movements. \Hth imperfect asset substitutability, it uas 

shown that capital flight could be financed by foreign bOrrO\ling. This 

was a rational outcome if foreign creditors expected the state to tax 

its domestic creditors as a means of maintaining foreign debt servicing. 

In turn, it was rational for domestic creditors to attack the local 

currency and massively convert their domestic assets into foreign bonds 

so as to avoid a devaluation-induced default on these assets. Unlil~e 

the usual speculative attacks literature, debt ceilings fully consi~tent 

with rational behavior on the part of both domestic and foreign creditors 

of the public sector were derived endogenously. 

It was also sho\vu that exchange rate overshootings are likely to 

occur in response to unanticipated public finance shocks if prices are 

not fully flexible. Price inflexibility implies that the real value of 

domestic debt cannot fall instantaneously, so that domestic debt 

servicing must be reduced through a fall in domestic real interest 

rates. In turn, with interest rate p3;rity, this reduction could- only 

result from an expected real exchange rate appreciation following an 

initial discrete devaluation. 

Although claims of rational behavior based on underlying fundamen

tals cannot be pushed too far, the .models developed here are suggestive 
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of ways in which to interpret the recent Mexican experience, which do 

not rely' on sheer speculation and disequilibrium dynamics. Available 

evidence from the Mexican crisis seemed to provide reasonable support 

for our analysis. 

This approach could be extended in u number of directions. Among 

them, two lines of analysis particularly worth exploring could be 

the introduction of a fully stochastic framework as Flood and Garber 

(1981), for example, do for their monetary model; and the analysis of 

fiscal rigidities and asset substitution in a richer intertemporal 

framework , .. hich could integrate issues of credibility and temporal 

inconsistencies. 19/ 
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APPENDIX 

Table 1 

The data for the elaboration of Table 1 was obtained from 

"Indicadores Econ6micos" of the Bank of Mexico. The public sector 

deficit figures correspond to the concept of "financial deficit," less 

oil tax income and interest payments. Peso bonds were obtained as the 

sum of total domestic credit given by the financial to the public 

sector, plus bonds sold directly to the public. Foreign credit was 

obtained from Balance of Payments data. 20/ Finally, the figure for 

domestic dollar credit ~as computed as the flow of dollar credit granted 

by the financial sector less foreign credit obtained by development 

DanKS, since this portion is sLresay accounted [or as cxLerudl credlL. 

From the comparison of the nominal figures, a statistical discrepancy 

term, ~, was deducted for each year. A further separation between 

money and bonds was obtained by dividing domestic peso credit from 

banks to the public sector, into interest and non-interest bearing 

assets, according to the proportion of Ml into peso liabilities of the 

financial system. 

Figures were then deflated by the yearly average consumer 

price index. In the case of peso credit flows, real increases:were 

obtained by deflating end-of-period nominal balances by the end-of

period price index. The inflation tax on money balances was then 

computed to be consistent with this deflation procedure, and the peso 

bonds tax was obtained as residual. 
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Fuotnotes 

1/ That phenom.enon has puzzled many observ~rs of the Latin American 
scene. See in particuldr Dl.az Alejandro (1984), Sachs (1984a) and Khan 
and Ul Haque (1985). 

2/ See the seminal contribution in Salant and Henderson (1978) and 
in-Krugman (1979). Hare recent contributions include Flood and Garber 
(1984), Obstfeld (1984 a and b), Connolly and Taylor (1984) and, in the 
case of Mexico, Blanco and Garber (1986). Van vlijnbergen (1985) 
independently developed a model relating fiscal rigidities to asset 
taxes and capital flows, along somewhat similar lines to ours. 

3/ Note that since bh is a COffiKosite of money and bonds and rh is 
the real average interest rate, r can take negative values even when 
the real rate on the bond component is positive, provided that the 
inflation tax on money balances out\>,eights the real interest rate paid 
on bonds. 

4/ To see this, note that dR == rfdbw + d(rhbh ) = 0 on an iso-interest 
contour. The slope is horizontal \-;hen dbw == 0 ",hich corresponds to the 
point where d(rhbn) - 0, which maximizes the asset tax. 

5/ Similar dynamics would be obtained 1£ the deficit had initially 
been financed by internal borrowing. In that case, domestic borrOWing 
first rises, and then collapses, as the economy moves back to N following 
a burst of capital flight. 

6/ This can explain the reluctance of countries \>Jith already heavy 
levels of asset taxation to engage in further international borrOWing, 
since the additional foreign debt may be immediately exchanged for 
domestic debt and converted into deposits abroad. 

7/ Notice that, in principle, a higher inflation (and hence a higher 
rate of crawl) could be avoided if the nominal interest rate on bonds 
could fall sufficiently to fill up the fiscal gap. In practice hmJever,. 
the margin for i.mposing a pure interest tax on bonds uithout additional 
inflation is likely to be limited. First, because nominal rates must 
be positive and this constraint becomes rapidly binding unles~ the 
initial inflation rate is already high. Second, because the degree of 
substitutability between foreign and domestic bonds may be high. Hence, 
a higher inflation can be expected to be the main vehicle of asset 
taXAtion, both because it directly erodes money balances and because it 

. allows for negative real interest rates on bonds. 

8/ The default risk on f0reitn loans wilich is implied here could be 
assimilated to the soverei~n risk analyzed in the debt repudiation 
literature (see Sachs (l9R4h». The defalllting benefits emphasized 
here ~re less inflation Hn~ Less financial repression, which are not 
considered in the usual literature. 
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9/ See in particular Lizondo (1983) and Flood and Garber (1981). 

la/Amore usual adjustment equation would be of the type 

ph = ph* +v (ph* - ph). However, when converted in real terms, the 
inflation rate becomes a determinant of the speed of adjustment. 
Although this would not alter in any significant way the nature of the 
analysis, we opted to retain a simpler formulation in real terms. 

11/ Details on the elaboration of this table can be found in the 
Appendix. 

12/ For an explanation of how the Mexdollar system worked, see Ortiz 
(1983). 

13/ An account of the economic events of this period is contained in 
Ortiz (1985). Apart from the lack of control over the deficit, ano~her 
costly mistake of the Lopez Portillo administration was the maintenance 
of the nominal value of the peso. In the context of our model, devaluing 
earlier would have been greatly desirable because it would have increased 
the peso revenues obtained from foreign borrowing and oil earnings. A 
real 50% devaluation, for example, would have raised oil income by 61 
(1978) bill. ion pesos and reduced the need for foreign debt by about-7 
billion dollars, even considering that the burden of servicing that 
debt would have risen, due to the higher exchange rate. By improving 
government finance,. the reduction in foreign indebtedness would in turn 
have helped stabilize the exchange market, as seen earlier in the model.-

14/ Public spending grew, in spite of the fact that the government 
ha~announced spendIng cuts, on at least three occasions, in July 1981 
and in February and April of 1982. Its credibility was understandably 
qu:l.te damaged by those repeated failed attempts. Besides the dm'lU\-mrd 
rigidity of expenditures, two other factors help to explain the increase 
in the deficit. On the one hand, a fall in non-oil tax income due to 
the recession; and, on the other, exchange losses suffered when the 
government converted Mexdollars deposits into pesos at a rate of 70. pesos 
per dollar. The loss was compounded by the fact that the government . 
nationalized a banking system which had been forced to convert dollar 
loans at 50 pesos per dollar only. 

15/ Although real peso bond balances grew by twice as much as 1n the 
previous year, this was essentially the result of the forced conversion 
of dollar bonds into pesos. Altogether, money and domestic bonds gre\'1 
by only 45 billion of 1978 pesos, versus 126 for 1981. 

16/ By comparison, the inflation tax on money balances was only 12%, 
roughly one-half of the interest tax on bonds. 
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17/ S~pte~ber and 0ctob~~ 198~ are out 0f lioe ju~ to an expectational 
errur motivated by a wr0ng ~~tting for the conLrolled exchange rate 
during those months, at an u~[ealistically low level, given the rates 
of inflation that had prevailed since January. On the other hand, a 
small speculative bubble occurred in mid-1986 ?Tov0ked by a combination 
of "bad news" concerning the inertia of inflation and the behavior of 
oil prices and external interest rates. 

18/ The higb rate of appreciation in fact allowed for strong premia 
oniPesos in most periods. 

19/ The concept of fiscal weaknesses or fiscal rigidities could per
haps be endogenized. In tze and Ortiz (1983) and Ize (1985), spending 
rigidities are related to the set of political pressures which the 
government faceso 

20/ Average yearly controlled rates were used to convert Balance of 
Payments figures since it is at that rate that the state sold its 
foreign currency surplus to the private sector. 
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